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A b stract
This thesis presents a new method for the unconstrained minimization of 
convex quadratic programming problems. The method is an iterative method 
th a t is a modification of the classical steepest descent method. The methods 
are the same in the choice of the negative gradient as the search direction, but 
differ in the choice of step size. The steepest descent method uses the optimal 
step size, and the proposed method uses the reciprocal of the eigenvalues of 
the Hessian matrix as step sizes. Thus, the proposed method is referred to as 
the eigenstep method.
It will be shown that the eigenstep method has finite termination with the 
number of iterations required being equal to the dimension of the problem, 
that is, the number of variables. Numerical examples will be provided to illus­
trate the algorithm, and a comparison is made to other standard optimization 
methods, including the steepest descent method.
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1. In t r o d u c t io n
This thesis presents a new method for the unconstrained minimization of 
the convex quadratic programming problem (QP) given by
m in/(a;) - ^ x r Qx — bTx,
where x  6  Rn, b € Rn and Q is a n  x n  symmetric, positive definite matrix. 
Since Q is real, symmetric and positive definite it has n  real positive eigenvalues 
A*,, k  =  0 ,1 ,. . .  n — 1. The function /  is referred to as the objective function. 
The vector of first derivatives of f (x )  is V /(a;) =  Qx — b. The matrix of second 
derivatives of f ( x )  is the Hessian matrix Q.
To solve the QP  many algorithms, including the ones discussed in this thesis 
use the iteration
where a k is a positive real scalar referred to as the step-size, and sk € Rn is 
referred to as the search direction. For convenience, we use the notation gk to 
refer to the gradient of f(x )  at Xk, i.e., gk = V /( Xk).
The steepest descent method, invented in the nineteenth century by Cauchy 
[6 , p. 339] uses s* =  —gk as the search direction and uses the optimal step size 
as described in lemma 2.8. For instances of the QP in which the eigenvalues of 
the Hessian have different orders of magnitude, it is known that the steepest 
descent method can exhibit poor performance.
In 1988 Barzilai and Borwein [2] presented alternatives to the optimal step 
size for the steepest descent method applied to the QP as well as more general 
problems. They introduced the two point step size or a secant type step
s j s k
®-k -p / T i
sk (gk -  9k-1)
where sk = xk -  r fe_i.
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In 1999 Friedlander et al. [4] and in 2002 Dai and Liao [3] both give commen­
tary  on the strategy of step length choice by Barzilai and Borwein, describing 
how it improves the steepest descent method.
Inspired by the work of Barzilai and Borwein, Raydan and Svaiter [1] in­
troduced a modification of the steepest descent method applied to the Q P  by 
multiplying the optimal step size by a scalar 6, 0 < 6 < 2 , thereby giving 
what might be called an under relaxation (0 < 9 < 1) or an over relaxation 
(1 < 6 < 2). They show, with extensive numerical testing, that with this 
approach one can improve on the performance of the algorithm.
The new eigenstep method presented in this thesis was motivated by these 
papers and the results of lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. We present a modifcation of 
the steepest descent method by taking as step sizes the reciprocals of the 
eigenvalues of Q.
The above papers stress that altering the step size of the steepest descent 
method reduces the number of iterations required to solve our QP. However 
this step size altering cannot ensure termination in n  or fewer steps. To the 
best of our knowledge our new eigenstep method is the only method that, 
for our QP  alters the step size of the classical steepest descent method and 
terminates in n  or less steps. Numerical examples are provided to illustrate the 
algorithm, and a comparison is made to other standard optimization methods, 
including the steepest descent method.
In chapter 2 we review and summarize some essential unconstrained nonlin­
ear optimization theory as well as provide a brief description of four popular 
solution methods.
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(1) The Steepest Descent Method.
(2) The Conjugate Gradient Method.
(3) The Newton Method.
(4) The Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno (BFGS) method.
In chapter 3 we provide two lemmas that led us to the development of our 
new algorithm. We also prove that our new algorithm terminates in at most 
n  iterations. We then discuss the transformation process which sets the stage 
for the general proof of finite termination.
In chapter 4 two examples are provided as well as numerical experiments 
comparing our new eigenstep method to the conjugate gradient method and 
the steepest descent method. The steepest descent method is hopelessly inef­
ficient at solving our QP, due to its choice of step size. This is the main issue 
of this thesis, we alter the step size of the steepest descent method and attain 
optimality in n  or fewer iterations.
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2. B a c k g r o u n d
In this chapter we present some definitions and results pertinent to our QP 
and to  iterative methods for its solution. We then describe the four methods 
listed in the first chapter.
D efinition 2.1. The directional derivative for a function f  is defined as the 
instantaneous rate of change of f  along a direction s and is given by
l im /(x  +  aS) - / ( x ) =  T ,
a-yO a
D efinition  2.2. A function f  is strictly convex if  and only if  
f{Qxi +  (1 -  0)x2) < 0/(x i)  +  (1 -  6 ) f(x 2) 
for all x^,X 2 € Rn, 0 < 6 < 1 .
D efinition 2.3. A symmetric matrix Q is positive definite i f  x TQx > 0 for 
a llx  e  Rn x ^  0 .
The next result follows from Taylor’s theorem.
Lemma 2.4. I f  f ( x )  is quadratic, then
(a) f ( x 2) =  f ( x i )  +  V /(x !) t (x2 — 2 i) +  ^ ( x 2 ~  Xi)TQ(x2 — x x),
0b) /(®fc+1) =  /(®fc) +  OfcPfc s* +  ^ a 2s jQ s kl 
(c) 9k+1 = 9k +  akQsk.
Theorem  2.5. The differentiable function f  : Rn — > R; is strictly convex i f  
and only if  for all Xj , x2 € Rn; Xj ^  x2
f ( x 2) > f (x i )  +  V /(x 1)t {x2 -  ®i)
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P ro o f.  Assume /  is strictly convex. By definition 2.2 for all 0 < 6 < 1, 
f ( 6 x i  +  (1 -  0 )x2) < O f ( x i )  +  (1 -  0 ) f { x 2)
** f i x 2 +  0 {x i -  ® 2 ) )  -  f ( x 2) <  9 ( f ( x i )  -  f ( x 2 ) ) .
Divide both sides of the above inequality by 6 and let 6 — > 0, to obtain by 
definition 2.1
V / ( x 2) t ( x i  -  x 2) < f { x i )  -  / ( x 2 )
** f { x2) > / ( * l) +  V /(x !)T(x2 -  ®i).
Conversely, let x i, x 2 € Kn, x  =  6xx +  (1 — d)x2 for all 0 < 6 < 1, be arbitrary 
but fixed. By hypothesis
/ ( * l) > f i x ) +  V /(x )T(x! - x )  (1)
/(®a) > /(®) +  V / ( x ) t ( x 2 -  x) (2)
substituting Xi — x = (1 — d)(x1 — x2) and x2 — x =  6(x2 — Xj) in
(1) and (2) above we obtain
S ip i) > f i x )  +  V /(x )T(x! -  x2)(l -  6) (3)
f i x 2) > /(* )  +  V /(x )T(x2 -  x :)(0) (4)
now multiplying (3) by 6 and (4) by (1 — 0) then adding (3) and (4)we obtain 
/(0x  1 +  (1 -  0)x2) < 0 f { x i )  +  (1 -  0 ) f ( x 2).
Therefore /  is convex. □
L em m a 2 .6 . Q is positive definite if and only if  f (x)  is strictly convex.
Proof. Assume Q is positive definite. Let Xi,x2 e  Rn be arbitrary but fixed, 
Xi 7  ̂x2. Prom lemma 2.4(a)
/ (* 2) =  f i x  1) +  V /(x x)T(x2 -  Xi) +  ~(x2 -  Xi)t Q(x2 -  xi) 
since Q is positive definite |( x 2 — xi)t Q(x2 — xj) > 0 therefore
/ ( x 2) >  f i x  1 ) +  V / ( x i ) t ( x 2 -  X i )
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therefore by theorem 2.5 it follows th a t /  is strictly convex. Conversley, assume 
/  is strictly convex. Prom lemma 2.4(a)
f ( x 2 ) =  f ( x  1) +  V /(x i)T(z2 -  ®i) +  | ( a 2 -  ^i)TQ(x2 -  Xi).
Next from theorem 2.5
f { x 2) > /(® i) +  V f { x i ) r (x2 -  ®i).
Therefore §(2 :2  — £ i)t Q (£2 — £1) > 0 for all £1, 0:2 6  Mn, therefore Q is positive 
definite. □
Lem m a 2.7. I f  f ( x )  is strictly convex then V /(£*) = 0 is a necessary and 
sufficent condition for x* to be the unique global minimizer of f (x) .
Proof. Assume that V /( x*) =  0. Since /  is convex, it follows from theorem
2.5, th a t for all a: €  R n, x  ^  x*,
f {x)  > f(x*) + V f ( x * ) r  (x -  x*) =► / ( x) > /(a:*)
which establishes that x* is the unique global minimizer. Conversely, assume 
that x* is the unique global minimizer of f{x).  Thus, for all directions s, 
V/(o:*)Ts > 0. Next we assume V /( x*) 7  ̂ 0. Selecting s =  —V /( x*) we 
obtain
V f { x * ) Ts =  — V /(x*)TV/(a;*) < 0.
The contradiction is evident. □
Next we review the optimal step size of a line search. Consider the standard 
iteration, £*+1 =  £* + a ksk. We say that a k is the optimal step size, which we 
will denote by ajj, if
f ( x k +  a ksk) =  min{/(£*. +  a sk)}.
Lemma 2.8. For our QP, the optimal step size is
. =  S js h
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Proof. From lemma 2.4(b), we have
a 2
f ( x k +  as*) =  f ( x k) +  a g j s k +  —  sjQ s*.
so that
df{xk + a sk) T T
= gk sk + ask Qsk.
da
Since Q is positive definite, we know th a t s jQ sk > 0, so that setting the 
derivative to zero gives the optimal step size
T,
a * = - M . s± .
s lQ s k
The next lemma gives the optimal step size property.
L em m a 2.9. I f  a k is the optimal step size, that is, i f  a k =  a£ then
9k+ls k =  0.
Proof. From lemma 2.4(c)
9k+i^k — 9k Sk T  & (Q$k) s*
-  ( 9 k S k ) ( s j Q s k)
-  9k s k  7T
□
s jQsk  
= 9ksk ~ 9 k S k  
=  0
□
2.1. T h e  S teep es t D escen t M ethod .
The steepest descent is an iterative method with sk — —gk and a k =  a£. 
The following lemma shows that — gk is a direction of steepest descent.
L em m a 2.10. The direction of maximum local decrease for f{x)  at xk is —gk.
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Proof. We know gk sk describes the instantaneous rate of change of /  along 
the direction sk. Since
9 j s k = || gk DU sk || cos9, 
where 6 is the angle between gk and sk) a solution to
m insjs*
Sk
is attained when cosd = —1, i.e., when 6 =  7r. Thus, sk =  —gk is a direction 
of steepest descent. □
Since Sk =  —gk we can rewrite the optimal step size (see Lemma 2.8) as
0* -  9 l3 k
9tQ 9k
Next we discuss convergence of the steepest descent method. Recall that a 
sequence {a;*} converges to x* with rate r  if
|| x k+i -  x* || 
hm < °o.fc-Kx> || Xk — X* ||r
For hnear convergence we have, || xk+i — x* ||=  C || x k — x* || where C < oo. 
For the steepest descent method we utilize the Q-norm of x  denoted || x  || q 
— x r Qx. It can be shown [6,p.342] that
II Zfc+i -  * *  II <  (A n  -  Aa)2
II x k -  x* II (An +  Ai)2 
where Ai < A2 <  ... <  An are the eigenvalues of Q. In other words the steepest 
descent method converges Q-linearly.
2.2. T he Conjugate Gradient M ethod.
It can be shown [6,p.389] that this method solves our QP in n  steps using 
the standard iteration, x k+i — xk +  Oiksk  ̂ hence it is much more efficient 
than the the steepest descent method. This method gets its name from the 
fact that it generates a set of vectors sq, s i , ...,sn- i  tha t are conjugate with
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respect to Q th a t is, s j  Qsj  =  0 for i ^  j .  In the case where Q = I  the 
conjugate vectors are just orthogonal vectors. As with the steepest descent 
method this algorithm uses the optimal step size and the negative gradient as 
its initial search direction i.e., so =  —go- The conjugate vectors are generated 
as follows:
t, „  s , II V / ( a * « )  ||2 
• f c f l -  V /(x t+1) +  || V /t**) H2
2.3. N ew ton ’s M ethod.
Newton’s method is a second order method and not directly related to this 
thesis. This method was used in our experiments only for illustrative purposes 
and to compare CPU times. Newton’s method for optimization uses a unit 
step size and is given by the iterative step
Xk+i = x k -  [V2/(®)]_1V /(x fc)
Note that for our QP Newton’s method terminates with minimizer x* in one 
step since
xi = x0 - Q ~ 1(Qx0 - b )
=  Q -'b
2.4. The Broyden Fletcher Goldfarb Shanno M ethod.
The BFGS method is a Quasi-Newton method which is based on approxi­
mating the Hessian by another matrix tha t is available for certain functions 
at a lower computational cost. The BFGS method uses a unit step size and is 
given by the iterative step
a*+i = x k -  {Dk)~ly7 f { x k)
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where Dk is the secant approxiamtion of the Hessian as follows:
Let Sk = xk+\ — Xk and yk =  V /(xjt+1) -  Vf{xk)  thus we have
n  _  r. . VkVk DkSkS^DkJJk+l — L>k + - j ---------------------
Vk s k s k D ks k
The algorithm normally begins with Do as the identity however any matrix 
may be used.
3. T h e  E ig e n s t e p  M e t h o d
The eigenstep method is defined using Sk =  —gk and for k= 0 ,l,...,n -l, ak — 
1/Ak where each A* represents an eigenvalue of Q. This algorithm is motivated 
by the following lemmas.
L em m a 3.1. I f  gk is an eigenvector of Q with eigenvalue X, and i f  Sk = —gk 
then a l  =  1/A.
Proof. The proof follows from the definition of a*k) from Sk — —gk and from
Qgk =  Agk. □
L em m a 3.2. Suppose that (x* — xk) is an eigenvector of Q with eigenvalue A. 
I f  Sk = —gk &nd Oik — 1/A, then xfc+1 =  x*, the global minimizer of f (x) .
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Proof. Since V /(x*) =  0 and V /( x) =  Qx — b, we have
^fc+l =  x k d" &kSk 
1
= x k -  ^gk 
= xk + j ( V f ( x * ) - g k)
= x k +  j ( Q x * ~ b ~  (Qxk -  b))
=  x k +  “  x *)
=  X k +  j M x * ~  x k)
= X*
□
A drawback of this method, a modification of the steepest descent method, 
is that we need to calculate the eigenvalues of Q but an advantage is th a t we 
guarantee termination in n  steps or less. We reinforce what previous authors 
have shown, i.e., that the steepest descent algorithm can be improved by 
changes to the step size procedure.
In the following sections of this chapter, we prove finite termination for 
n  =  2, we transform the problem to standard form, we prove finite termination 
for the standard form in n  variables, and we then prove finite termination for 
our QP  in n  variables.
3.1. T h e  E igenstep  M e th o d  for n — 2..
In this section we prove th a t for n  =  2 the eigenstep method will terminate 
in n  or fewer iterations. We include this specific proof as it differs from the 
general proof presented in the next section, and we feel it adds understanding.
T heorem  3.3. I fn  — 2, sk =  — gk, and, a k =  1/A*, Then x i — x*.
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Proof. Let x 0 be arbitrary but fixed. Since the eigenvectors of Q form a basis 
for R2, we can write
x 0 =  PqVq +  P iV i
for some real scalars Po and P i ,  and eigenvectors vq and v \  corresponding to 
Ao and Ai, respectively. For convenience, let wq = PqVq and wi = P \V \,  and 
recall that Wo and u>i axe also eigenvectors of Q. For the first iteration, the 
eigenstep method gives
1
Xi — x 0 t~9q 
A0
=  w0 + wi -  — {Qwo +  Qwx -  b)
Ao
=  w0 +  wi -  — (A0w0 +  AiWi -  6)
Ao
=  Wi -  — Wi +  — b 
Aq Aq
In the second iteration, we have
1
X2 = x i -  — gx 
Ai
Thus,
xi -  -^-{Qxi -  b)
Ai
(mi _  b-Wl + J_6) -  ^-(Q (w i -  ^-iwi +  -̂b) -  b)
Ao Ao Ai Ao Ao
A l  1 t  1 ^  1 _  1 - L 1 Lwi -  — wi + - b -  — Qwi + — Qwi -  -——Qb +  — b
Ao Ao Ai Ao AoAi Ai
Ai 1 t Ai Ai 1 1 ,twi -  — wi + - b -  — wi +  —wi -  — —Qb + — b
Ao Ao Ai Ao AoAi Ai
92 = Q ( f b -  T - r l? il +  T b) ~  bAo AoAi Ai
=  f Q b - P - Q Q b  + f - Q b - b .
Aq AqAi Ai
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As we did for xo, we write b =  uo +  ui, where Quq =  A0wo and Qu\ — Aiu r. 
Thus, Qb — XqUq + Aitii. Prom the previous equation it follows
92 =  —  (AoUo +  A itti) — — Q ( X qUq +  A1 U1 ) +  —  (Aotto +  A iU i) — b 
Ao AoAi Ai
Al I / \ 2 \ 2 \ A0 .
—  uo +  t ~ui ~~ 7— —  ( A 0u o  +  A j U i )  +  —  U o  +  u\ — b
Ao AoAj Ai
. Ai Ao Ai Ao ,
=  Uo +  T - W i  -  T - n o  -  — Ul +  7 -^0  +  U1 - b
Ao Ai Ao Ai
=  0.
□
If it happens that Ai =  Ao, then
9i = Q {™i -  + T~b) -  bAo Ao
=  Q{wi -  wi  +  -^-6) -  b 
Ao
Qb
= ^ ~ b 
Xouo 4- Ao u \
=  — 35---------- 6
=  0.
3.2. Transformation to  Standard Form.
Since Q positive definite and symmetric, there exists an orthogonal matrix 
P  such that
D  =  P t QP  =  diag{Xo,. . . ,  A„_i}
If we let x = Py  we can rewrite
/(x )  =  f (Py)  =  i yTP TQPy -  bTPy.
Letting f ( y )  = f ( P y ) and d =  P Tb, we have transformed the objective func­
tion to
f{y) = \ y J Dy -  dTy-
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We now set y  =  z  +  D~l d since V /(Z?_1d) =  0 to obtain
f ( z + D ~ l d) = h z + D - l d)TD {z+ D -1d ) -d r (z+ D ~1d) = \ z T D z - \ d ?  D~xd.
Letting h(z)  =  f ( z  + D -1d) = f ( z  + D~1P Tb) and ignoring the constant 
^dTD~ld (it doesn’t  affect the value of the minimizer z*) we have transformed 
the objective function to standard form
h(z) = i z J D z .
The next lemma shows a one to one correspondence between the minimizers 
of our Q P  and our QP  in standard form.
L em m a 3.4. z* is the unique global minimizer for h(z), i f  and only if  x* =  
Py* — P(z* +  D~l d) = P(z* +  D~1P Tb) is the unique global minimizer for
/(*)•
Proof. We know D — P TQP = diag{Ao,. . . ,  An_x} is nonsingular therefore 
z* -- 0. Since, x* =  Py* = PD~xd, we have
Vf{x*)  = Q ± * - b
= Q(Py*) — b 
= QPD~ld — b 
= QPD~1P Tb — b 
= Q Q - ' b - b  
= 0 .
Conversely, assume x* is the unique global minimizer for f (x ) ,  thus x* — Q~l b 
and z* =  P - \ x * -  Q~}b) = 0. □
T h eo rem  3.5. The eigenstep method will solve a QP in standard form in at 
most n  iterations.
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Proof. The Q P  to be solved is min h(z) =  ~zTDz.  Let zq be arbitrary but 
fixed. The eigenstep method gives
*1
Continuing, we see that
n—1 i
Zn = ' [ [ { l - T D )Z0
i = 0  *
The i —th row of (I — j^D) is a zero row since the diagonal element is 1 — (^)A,. 
Thus, the product is the zero matrix and it follows that zn — 0, the global 
minimizer. □
3.3. P ro o f  o f T erm ination .
T heorem  3.6. The eigenstep method will solve Q P in at most n  iterations.
Proof. We will show a one to one correspondence between the iterates of the 
eigenstep method applied to our QP  and the iterates of the eigenstep method 
applied to the QP  in standard form. The result will then follow from 
Theorem 3.5.
We proceed by induction. Let x o  be arbitrary but fixed, and set z q  —  P r x o— 
D - 1P t 6. Assume that for i — 1, . . . ,  k, x^ = P(zi +  D~1P Tb) =  Pzi +  Q~l b.
= zq — D z0 = (I -  t~D )zq  and 
Ao Ao
=  z1 - ^ D z 1 = ( I - ^ D ) ( I - ^ - D ) z 0.
Ai Ai Ao
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We have
*Efc+1 — ^k , (Q%k b'j 
Afc
=  P z i  +  Q - 1b - l - ( Q ( P z i  +  Q - 1b ) - b )  
Afc 
=  P z k +  Q~1b - ^ - { Q P z k +  b - b )
Afc
=  P z k +  Q ~1b - ± - { Q P z k)
Afc
=  P z k - ^ - P D P J P z k + Q~1b 
Afc
=  P zk -  ^ P D z k +  Q~'b 
Afc
=  P{zk -  - i-Dzk) + Q~l b 
Afc
=  Pzfc+1 +  Q-1&
□
4. E x a m p l e s  a n d  N u m e r ic a l  E x p e r im e n t s
We begin the chapter with two examples to demonstrate the eigenstep 
method, and we follow up with the results of limited numerical testing.
E xam ple  4.1. Consider the QP 
1
f ( x ) =  ^ x T
21 28 28 17 
28 38 38 21 
28 38 40 22 
17 21 22 19
x -  [ 10 -212 303 -417  ] x.
The solution to the QP is
s* =  Q~'b = [ 9484.125 -7136.625 1347.6875 -2180.375 ] T 
giving / ( x*) =  —1462685.7187. The eigenvalues of Q are
Ao =  110.7270, Ai =  5.9953, A2 =  1.2585, and A3 =  0.0191.
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We begin the algorithm with
zc =  [ -5 0  -1 5  78 23 ] T .
I te ra t io n  0
So =  -  [ 1095 1689 1353 1405 ]T ,
Q!0 -  1/A0 =  1/110.7270
Xj =  [ -59.9 -30.3 65.8 10.3 ]T ,
f ( X l) =  -16169.9,
9i =  [ -97.6 101.7 -271..4 406.64 ]
II 9i II =  508.8
I te ra tio n  1:
Sl =  - [ - 9 7 . 6  101.7 -271.4 406.64 ] T , 
a i =  1/Aj =  1/5.9953
x2 =  [ - 4 3 . 6  -47.2  111.1 -57.5  ]T ,
f ( x 2) = -44851.9,
g2 = [ -1 1 5 .7  209.5 -140.9 34.8 ] T ,
II A II =  279.9
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I te ra t io n  2:
s2 =  - [ - 1 1 5 . 7  209.5 -140.9 34.8 ] T , 
a 2 =  1/A2 =  1/1.2585 
x3 = [ 48.3 -213.7 223.0 -85.2  ]T , 
/(* s) =  -97075.59
53 =  [ -1 8 0 .7  132.6 -21 .5  40.1 ] T ,
II <73 || =  228.7
I te ra t io n  3:
S3 




II *  ||
- [ - 1 8 0 . 7  132.6 -21 .5  40.1 ] ,
1 /As =  1/0.0191
[-9484 .1  -7136.6 1347.7 -2180.4 ] T , 
-1462685.7187,
[ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 ]T , 
0.0000
Also for this example the steepest descent method terminated after 14695 
iterations with a CPU time of 84.98 seconds compared to a CPU time of 0.22 
seconds using the eigenstep method.
E xam ple  4.2. In this example we compare the performance of the steepest 
descent (S), conjugate gradient (C) and eigenstep(E) methods in the solution 
of
1
min/(a:) = ^x T 2 1 1 10 x
for which
[ - 4  - 6  ]
x" = Q -'b = [ -1.78947 —0.42105 ] T .
X
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We begin all of the alogrithms with
* o = [  - 3 0  2 ] T .
The two iterates for the eigenstep method are
x x =  [ 23.48026 -3.53189 ]T and z 2 -  [ -1.78947 -0.42105 ] T .
The two iterates for the conjugate gradient method are
xx =  [ 19.58217 -6.83937 ]T and x2 =  [ -1.78947 -0.42105 ] T .
The steepest descent method terminated after 31 iterations with || gzo || < 10-G.
D -
c
In the graph above note that all 3 methods have the same search direction 
after the first iteration. The steepest descent method and conjugate gradient 
method also have the same step size, a* and arrive at the same point after 
the first iteration, however the eigenstep method, initially has a shorter step. 
Next note the different directions generated by all methods. The eigenstep
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method and the conjugate gradient method terminate with x* after two iter­
ations , however the steepest desecent method produces a zig zag route to x* 
terminating after 31 steps.
Numerical experiments were conducted comparing CPU time required to 
solve the QP  for the eigenstep method (E), the steepest descent method, 
and the conjugate gradient method (C). We also included CPU time required 
to  solve the system of equations, Qx = b. Matlab was used to conduct all 
experiments. During all experiments Matlab was the only program running 
on our pentium 4 computer. We used M atlab’s random symmetric positive 
definite matrix generator and the random vector generator to generate all 
required dense matrices and all vectors for each of our experiments. CPU time 
was recorded by Matlab, and for the eigenstep method CPU time included the 
time to calculate the required eigenvalues. The results are given below in 
Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1: CPU Time (seconds)
n E C Qx =  b
50 0.492 0.451 0.000
100 1.682 1.192 0.010
250 8.098 7.361 0.040
500 34.724 31.896 0.221
750 107.250 91.361 0.611
1000 261.956 193.108 1.241
Table 2: The Steepest Descent Method




The number of variables in the first columns of both tables is represented 
by n. In Table 1 for each value of n five experiments were conducted and the
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average CPU time in seconds is given to compare the eigenstep method and 
the conjugate gradient method. Also, we included CPU time to solve Qx =  b 
in column three of Table 1 since this is equivalent to solving the QP. In 
Table 2 one experiment for each value of n  was conducted. Table 1 shows th a t 
the conjugate gradient method out performs the eigenstep method however 
both methods have CPU times that are approximately of the same order of 
magnitude. This result is what one might expect since the eigenstep method 
requires the calculation of eigenvalues, an expensive step. Table 2 results 
reinforce the fact th a t the steepest descent method is hopelessly inefficient.
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5. C o n c l u s io n
In this thesis we presented theorem 3.6 which validates a new iterative 
method for unconstrained convex quadratic optimization which we named the 
eigenstep method. We compared the eigenstep method with two other well 
known first order methods, the conjugate gradient method and the steepest 
descent method. The conjugate gradient method and the eigenstep method 
both terminate in at most n  iterations, however our numerical experiments 
show that the conjugate gradient method has a better performance than the 
eigenstep method, and furthermore we observe that both of these methods are 
superior in performance to the steepest descent method. Future work will in­
clude modifying the eigenstep method to deal with more general functions. For 
example, for a function where the Hessian is not constant one might consider 
using the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue as a step size to move efficiently to 
the next point. In fact, modifications of the conjugate gradient method along 
with step size formulas by Fletcher — Reeves and Polak — Ribiere [6 ,p .399] 
are used today to deal with more general problems since these methods have 
low storage requirements. We feel with the evidence presented in this thesis 
our new method warrants further investigation.
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